We received the following notification pursuant to § 25a par. 1 WpHG by Société Générale S.A., Paris, France, on 13.06.2013 and 17.06.2013:

1. Listed company:
SGL CARBON SE, Wiesbaden, Germany

2. Notifier:
Société Générale S.A., Paris, France

3. Triggering event:
Falling below threshold due to acquisition/disposal

4. Threshold(s) crossed or reached:
15% 

5. Date at which the threshold is crossed or reached:
07.06.2013

6. Total count of voting rights:
11.97% (equals 8,498,071 voting rights)
calculated from the following total number of voting rights issued: 71,000,340

7. Detailed information on the voting rights proportions:
- Voting rights proportion based on (financial/other) instruments pursuant to § 25a WpHG:
  11.88% (equals 8,436,455 voting rights), thereof held indirectly 5.94% (equals 4,220,400 voting rights)
- Voting rights proportion based on (financial/other) instruments pursuant to § 25 WpHG:
  0.01% (equals 9,500 voting rights), thereof held indirectly 0% (equals 0 voting rights)
- Voting rights pursuant §§ 21, 22 WpHG:
  0.07% (equals 52,116 voting rights)

8. Detailed information on (financial/other) instruments pursuant to § 25a WpHG:
8.1. Chain of controlled undertakings: Société Générale Effekten GmbH, Frankfurt, Germany

8.2 ISIN or name/description of the (financial/other) instruments and maturity:

§ 25a WpHG:
Structured Call option maturity 03.01.2025
Structured Call option maturity 15.12.2017
Structured Call option maturity 18.12.2015
Structured Call option maturity 19.12.2014
Listed Call War DE000SG0HKU3 maturity 03.01.2025
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNK5 maturity 15.12.2017
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNL3 maturity 15.12.2017
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNM1 maturity 15.12.2017
Listed Call War DE000SG260W7 maturity 16.12.2016
Listed Call War DE000SG260X5 maturity 16.12.2016
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNG3 maturity 16.12.2016
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNH1 maturity 16.12.2016
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNJ7 maturity 16.12.2016
Listed Call War DE000SG147H7 maturity 18.12.2015
Listed Call War DE000SG147J3 maturity 18.12.2015
Listed Call War DE000SG2ET70 maturity 18.12.2015
Listed Call War DE000SG32SZ6 maturity 18.12.2015
Listed Call War DE000SG3UND0 maturity 18.12.2015
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNE8 maturity 18.12.2015
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNF5 maturity 18.12.2015
Listed Call War DE000SG260T3 maturity 19.12.2014
Listed Call War DE000SG260U1 maturity 19.12.2014
Listed Call War DE000SG260V9 maturity 19.12.2014
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNB4 maturity 19.12.2014
Listed Call War DE000SG3UNC2 maturity 19.12.2014

Physically-settled put options:
Listed Put Option maturity 21.06.2013
Listed Put Option maturity 20.12.2013

Wiesbaden, 18.06.2013
- Management Board -